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Abstract- The ode to childhood, the children first school is at 

home, everybody smile and love at the innocent face that reflect 

tension free and cry out only during the child stomach is empty 

and had sickness or aggravation. Children are incorruptible and 

innocent and honestas his wheel of development. A good wife will 

mould up and make a child grow up and get respect for both 

husband and wife.Childhood say from class KG to Class five. 

These childhood stage in a play attitude and are of enthusiastic 

type and they give less attention to their studies nevertheless 

private tuition or mother has to spare sufficient time to household 

chorus along with eye on children, finding out time and energy, 

sitting together and solving mathematics and statistics together 

make a good mother. A good woman are those who makes the 

crown of her husbandalong with making children submissive. 

Together the child must be sticky toward parent. We should ensure 

and make time table for daily activity.Childmust know the timing 

of study and reduce time for playing viz. football and volleyball. 

The taste, likeness, and preference of the children calibre, 

intelligent, strength and with the parent presenting the role of 

indifference curve in consumer theory (ordinal theory using IC). 

The indifference curve approach can be applied physically to child 

centric norm.Maketheir ward be loved by all teachers. Parent 

should love all children equally but some family say A, B, C, & D 

(all capital letter represented Individual family). 

         For instance ‘A’ family got six children the eldest boy was 

love both by parent. For others children less carefulness and are of 

looking after their future career and let them go and easy and at 

freewill, these 5 children needs equal attention as the support get 

by the eldest and are in secondary activities. Studentsmust respect 

their teachers in the college premises (compound) or city where 

they are passing by because student are getting the knowledge and 

wisdom, creating you to become some big persons getting white 

collar jobs in their life ‘child future lies on what sort of work 

(activity)you do today at home teachers and parent are solely 

responsible why student drop out and there is no seriousness in 

study as a consequence. The children when workforce needed 

them they are unprepared, unskilled and out of the jobs market. 

This lead to vicious and virtuous cycle of unemployment.Which 

means everyone future depends on how much we work today 

accompanied by hard work now; will pay as back when we 

becomes old and helpless to the point we can’t stand up and goes 

for nature’s cool (Number one and Two……etc., and also for food 

and drink we must feed them since their hand incision and sacking 

). Absence mindedness. Liking all eatables that are like by 

Children. Theyshould know that‘‘the fear of the teacher and 

respect for teacher invites teachers try to put his interest on which 

he is supposed to do. With full vigour is the beginning of acquiring 

knowledge and wisdom by students from his teacher.’’ And later 

realise when someday they become teacher. We should never 

forget that acquiring know is an unending process. 

         Knowledge and wisdom, we need wealth like money, 

property, capital, tool, and machinery. 

         The life of children studying nursery, KG-1, KG-2 and class 

1 and 2 etc. when the child grows up and at the level of class 5 and 

class 6.The mom centric child will go in love father and the true 

father teach them at home, get private tuition, and work day in and 

day to sponsor their ward and to study and become a good and 

better citizen.To find a source of money for a farmer, it depends 

on Cereals and Rabi crops, Horticulture crops, Commercial crops 

and Spice crops. For some tea plantation, keeping fisheries farm, 

Naspati farm, orange firm, piggery etc. Some striking lucky people 

got government jobs like lower primary teacher, upper primary 

teacher and teacher in Government High School. For unlucky few 

they get low profile jobs like peon, sweeper, cook, watchmen, 

lower division clerk and upper division clerk. Apart from this. 

Some are in Assam regiment, CRPF, Central Reserve Police 

Force. Children are like creamy layer of the sweet cakes and 

honey. Everyone admire children there are no racial 

discrimination of caste and creed. In respect of children. In Holy 

Bible Jesus openly said that heaven or his kingdom belong to their 

sinless nature and innocent look and graciousness.iHe prayed and 

blessed little children who comes to him. Child and ageing people 

need our action without our protection they might have loose 

living (Child labour and old age home) where they are dreaming 

about their home.  

 

Index Terms- Innocent, discrimination, Aggravation, 

virtuous,centric, wisdom, ode, graciousness 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

he impact and role of good parenting become true and last 

long with regard to honesty, discipline, respect to elder, and 

be humble even when we are right, for this world is a risky and 

nasty world. We should try to negotiate the divergent views 

between husband and wife and try not to argue when children are 

at home. A worldwide issues such as climatic condition, weather 

deteriorating, global crisis viz. carbon dioxide concentration 

increasing humidity of the planet earth, scarcity of fresh water etc. 

Child are sweet and soft like red roses, they are like tender buds of 

trees and flowers, lovable and affectionate.We as a parent should 

guide and teach our ward to be religious, hardworking and to be 

soft spoken. It is our moral duty to make them walk on the right 

tract.Precaution should be taken when children are scolded at 

breakfast time, meal and dinner. They walk away without full 

stomach and they will have bitterness over their parents and at 

times reflect on the past , children sometime may feel that my 

parents does not love me.While eating we must eat like a king 

without scolding. 

         We must make them happy before setting out for school like 

putting up uniform, necktie, soak and shoe etc. we must hundred 

per cent worth to prove that children know how to respect their 

teachers and put in full vigour towards acquiring knowledge, they 

should never compromised with learning videos games and 

gossiping inside the class. We should see to it that they never feel 

hungry and fell on the way. After marriage the work entrusted to 

parents by God is to set the sons and daughters on the right tract. 

We speak lovingly to them in all circumstance as much as we can 

so that when we grow old they will take care of us hopefully when 

we grow old being at the service of daughter--in--law. It is 

universal law that ageing people are transforming themselves 

toward nether (Heaven) the old aged peoples are dependence 

variable. The appearance of ageing people wrinkle everywhere, 

some of them stoop, absent mindedness and difficulties in moving 

around for nature cold sometimes, and old aged people use 

walking stick.iiThe parenting role of daddy and mummy can be 

broadly look in three phases in an economic environment with 

connection to children transformation.Self-Esteem: when children 

put himself economical used of scare resources’ and respect other 

using especially renewable and non - renewable resources, flora 

and faunashould be utilised after thinking properly in order to save 

global warming and climate change. Then the environmental 

degradation would be improved by our action. All this 

environmental programme will take us back to live a gentle life 

we underwent and gain the respect from others, for instance noise 

pollution drive slow  but some teenage or youngstar drive in the 

city heart with full gear while starting and trying to overtake 

others. We should try to become an ideal and good citizen. 

Secondly, Life-sustenance: - All the parent’s should ensure that 

there is enough shelter, protection, food and green leafy vegetable 

to make our body healthy and robust (well-build). The children 

should never remain without food, as of now smart phone, Two 

wheelers are the need of the contemporary days. Children dropout 

rate need to be looked into and reduced by imparting good 

education. Lastly, freedom from servitude and child labour should 

be done away with it. Since they will become the pillars of our 

great nation someday they would bear the responsibility and put 

in their own soldier to bring about a respectable country by other 

nations. By any mean we cannot become servant despite of 

problems such as poverty, inequality, Dogmatism (mine is right 

principle policy) should compromised for the good of all). 

Summing up ‘Beauty lies in the eye of the beholder’. So the 

honour, status and dignity of a family lies much on the activity of 

the parents.The Govt. of India try to go for two child norm and try 

to give all out security, many reforms were made for girls child in 

India and women empowerment issues. In India there is 

marvellous growth in science and technology that is why death 

rate during child birth is minimum. This tendency make second 

largest in demography structure of the country. There is a 

provision in constitution of our country that all children upto 14 

years should be given free education incomplete mission in rural 

India but may be true in cities or town. In connection to free 

education, JawaharNavVidyalaya is one where all the student are 

given residential and well train like Train Graduate Teacher(TGT) 

and PGT(post graduate teacher, B.ed, M.ed are recruited. This 

JNV impart free education to those poor who are people in the 

country. A child and teenage should never enter the work force  if 

they are not train and without minimum level such as class ten or 

twelve. When this minimum degrees are well maintain dropout 

rate declined and will give good incentive to growth of a nation. If 

dropout rate are more there will be more crimes, stealing and 

dacoit. Why? because after getting married having wife and 

children they are helpless to manage the household they will go to 

any extreme. These problems can be sorted out with minimum 

level of education so that a person find job in primary sector, 

secondary sector and tertiary sector. 

         The ageingof Humanities, every one of us getting in Jobs 

market but after a short while when we advance in age and time to 

get out and remain physical productivity. Yet it is good to live with 

them for they can lead us in pain and happiness. Let us consider 

ageing started from 70 yrson average. Supposed in a village with 

600 households if we can have old age people such as 50 above 

and Below the villages will remain warms and very cool. Because 

each of this have a story to told us because their life journal is long. 

Suppose, prior to Indian Independence. The wage rate for 

policeman is just RS 40 to Rs 60 as per some elderly reports. This 

old aged people know the village boundary. When the village face 

chaos, bloodshed, Village Authority whose number comprise of 

all that old aged people. They are like egg where the White outer 

layer protect albumen and York. When somebody retired from 

service or become old how their contribution towards peace and 

harmony, progress and prosperity in the economy. They will act 

as nature advice to turmoil and disturbing area by asking the 

younger generation never to go for extreme form of agitation and 

our action that was planned should be based on humanitarian 

ground and hospitality is the need in our country despite of so 

many reeling or changing phrases of life in urban and rural. Some 

people keep grandpa and grandpa into old age home. If we can 

remain separate it is a sign that our love for them is so little for 

them. The path of such things will be equally done to us by our 

children too. When we feed them 10 spoonful of rice and give 

them good food such as chicken, meat and whatever etc. They will 

bless their nephew, niece and the father and mother of family. In 

such activities God will bless in one angle that whoever son and 

daughter are bless and prayed for them with sincere heart. The 

Heavenly Father will bless like wise. For instance humankind such 

as grandpa, Grandma, father, mother, brother, sister, nephew, 

niece etc. When ageing took place he becomes like child once 

T 
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again he would love to eat sweets e.g. such as sweets, meat, 

helpHim out to go for nature’s cold will be full of wrinkles, bend 

and need tender care. His bed sheet, quail, blanket and pillow 

covered etc. should be clean by the daughter in law.The best place 

for ageing is at home, looking at the nephew and niece playing and 

support and care given to grandpa and grandma in the long run 

bring about happiness and God mercy and his blessing comes like 

shower in the bath tub or at the rainy. Both children and old aged 

people are dependent, to his son or daughter in law.iiiThe seven 

status as given by shakespearge are mention below: -Infantcy, 

School goer (boy), teenage, young man, middle age old age and 

Death.  

         NITI Aayoglaunched in 2012 replacing five year plan under 

the leadership of the then Prime MinistersModiji and his cabinet 

ministered sitting on their berth. They also throw enough onlooker 

since it is vital reports on health care and sanitation, the thrust 

areas: -It focuses on health system for new India, buildingblocks, 

potential pathways toreform (the way howgovernment will make 

an investment or spend its public coffer(treasury) for the benefit 

of all citizen holding the relationship of NITI Aayog). On the day 

of released of health reports Mr.Vice-Chairman (vice-Chairman of 

NITI Aayog).Mr. Bill Gates and his wife were present. Policy 

makers from academia, national and international think tank 

released the NITI Aayogreports. These programme is so far so 

good.  

         Children have a connectivity to ward all aged people, in a 

colony or ward when problems cope up because of shortage of 

water and electricity for Instance. In the past people prefered for 

large family due to backwardness of medical science, tools and 

equipment’s. And parents are scary that some children may not 

live long. Now in this 22 century medical science are so developed 

that all diseases can be treated, all internal parts and organs can be 

removed and make it like that of original parts. In such state people 

feel happy to go for 2 child norm. We can referred in context of 

WilliamShakespeare, seven stages of life. 

         And from the Robert Malthus, the food production grows at 

reckoning such as 1, 2, 3, 4….n times whereas the population 

growth are in geometric progression. Such as 11, 22, 3344 ….Nn. 

Robert Malthus knew very well that even if the goods services are 

productive, say our GDP (Gross National Income Rises to 9 

percent for instance the population of a country crops up and the 

GDP seem like increasing but not at all. He was little classic as of 

now after green revolution e.i. food grain in india comes out in 

such a huge amount that can fed the citizen. The main behind HYV 

is non-other than k.s. Viswaskanan 

         The children and old aged people free from doing form hard 

work like that of shaktiman driver, working in saw mill and 

working in fire service and water servive. They don’t have the 

strength left to beat back the waves and tides of seas and ocean. 

Children are dependable variable and so do old age people are 

another like children. My motive behind abortion is that lets us all 

ponder over God’s greatest gift is Human. I feel in truth and spirit 

the may be childrenthrew constitution free education should be 

meted out to those who are under 0 < 14, greater than zero and less 

than 14 years. In India Girl child are less while compare to boy. 

The bridegroom have to meet heavy marriage expenditure. Still 

some orthodox and rigid stand people demand money and wealth 

time and again when husband love turn into anger as “anger is 

madness” the white sheep were slain just for money. Money can 

be earn but life can be given back with our father who is, who was, 

and will be eternally. 

ivThe input and output theory of matrix determination can be used 

to compare children, work force and ageing. 

C1x + C2 y + C3 z = D1 

W1 x + W2y + w3 z  = D2 

A1x + A2y + A3z   = D3 

 A third order of matrix lies Constant tern along with x, y, z equal 

D1, D2 and D3. 

 

         Technically speaking the LHS = RHS. It is appropriate to 

find out all value of x, y, and z. the solution may be x greater than 

y and y greater than z.  The best solution for this is, work force are 

greater than children and together with old age people.  Ageing is 

something that will never pass away from somebody life. Due to 

Ageing the Vibrant Youth might overestimate the strength of old 

people. The old ageing people can be a gardener, going around the 

world, spending their time smoothly in some tourists sport. Child 

labour is bandh in our country India. Nevertheless the need of the 

Brahmin, high castes people and Rich people alike. As seen in the 

times of Moses and Aaron to picked out from the slavery of 

Egyptian. Children are honest, sincere, and innocent there is no 

jealousy, there is no hatred and every childhood is a cheerful giver. 

They bring in and out smile in everyone faces. If the parent can 

identified the right decision counselling the child in his ability and 

capability and his preference and liking for example a child was 

playing a guitar from his friend send the child in that pursuit, but 

if parent buy cricket bed and cricket ball. The child may not do 

very well in cricket but he may be given guitar. The bright side of 

ageing is no climax on driving, taking tea and coffee at times. They 

are enjoying leisure; each day they are stepping towards their 

tomb. The economics resources are consumed in a less quantity. It 

may be flora and fauna, forest resources, water resources, and non-

renewable in such life cycle journey ageing are more than 

products, goods and service. The medical science extend the death 

rates bring up to 90 year to 120 years of living on average. 

         vBecause of the development of the ministers’ who are more 

sincere andtransparent in dealing with social welfare bring about 

changes in the economy. Does not pin uneasy educated flock 

.when science can fully ensure the life of what can else can we 

think off because of this logic nuclear highly dependentDue to the 

growth of Administrative which comprises of Birth and Death 

records, pensions, tax records, Marriage record etc. the child ratio 

to workforces should be to the minimum because they are our 

future pillar and citizen of near future on earth.With the journey 

for woman in India, their life are affected in north, south, east and 

West. Women is just a productive machines. Gone are those day 

and   ‘’betiparaobetibachoa” is the slogan. In the midst of this 

purda system, satidah, and dowry system slowly and gradually 

untouchable scenario are declining. 

         Survey Data is the primary source of collecting by sending 

correspondent or the research himself take a friend and go to 

sample villages from respective villages. Questionnaire contain 

introduction of sample survey to arouse the feeling of proper 

respond. I’ve visited eight villages from Tamenglong, Nungba, 

Taosemand Tamei. My whole survey compare and contrast the 

role of horticulture and the weight of doing jhum or Wet 

Cultivation. The commercial crops and horticulture is more 

provoking and wealth earning activity. After I made statistical 
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analysis 95 level of my research objective is full filled. Only 5% 

is redundant or making an error.As mentioned above Ministry of 

Health and Familiar Welfare in tune with ministry of agriculture 

and farmers welfare. This is very vital in present context. Your 

dinner sets should have minimum three fruits such mango. Graph 

and Banana. This goods dietary habits at home will makes 

everyoneHealthy.Ministery of drinking water and sanitation: 

when we look at the fresh water available for drinking purpose is 

only 3% and 97% are 

         Remaining water are unsafe, salty and unfit for drinking. In 

North East India, Manipur is one such peculiar state having fresh 

water floating lake with Small Island. And floating island and is 

destined as tourists spot in and from people around the world. 

When we examined Ageing in the context of good news, a seed 

has to get mature and died so that a new sprouted one produce new 

buds give us a feeling of satisfaction i.e. it gives us back a hundred 

fold. For Instance a farmer planted a potato one bag, the potato 

gets decay and the old one is gone and the new shoot (leave)grows 

up in the main stem until harvest. we need to work hard and try to 

keep away from destroying by other animals. Secondly, the 

creation of 4 lane road i.e. National Highway in our country. The 

four lane mean Left Hand Side vehicles can moves to and fro. 

Similarly, Right Hand Side should also made possible two at a 

time to and fro.Such High the project cost will be heavy the road 

were destroy that were constructed some decade ago. Everything 

messing up, road are dusty, during rainy season vehicles are 

dancing up and down. There are lot of pot hole on the main 

National Highway. 

         viExplanation of Harrod model say natural growth rate, 

actual growth rate and warranted growth. I would argue actual 

growth rates that makes a steady equilibrium growth in the 

economy. 

         viiActual Growth Rate:It is denoted by G, this is brought 

above by saving and capital supply ratios. This two inputs are 

responsible for cyclical changes in the growth rate. 

So, G =  Y/Y,        y depicts change in income and y is total 

Income. 

         Actual growth rate is determined by two factor viz. saving 

income ratio and Capital output ratios.  

                                        GC = S 

Where G actual rate of growth

Y/Y…………………………………….… (1) 

C = Capital output Ratios

K/Y…………………………………..….. (2) 

S = Saving Income Ratios                  S/Y 

…………………………………...….. (3) 

Substitutes (1), (2) and (3) in the main actual growth rate formula 

we do have, 

Del Y/ y.   K / Y = S/Y, (since  K / y = I /Dy)  

I / Y = S/Y 

 Removing denominators of from LHS and RHS, we get 

final outcome I = S. the direct and indirect application is that 

bringing up children is one way of saving that investment principal 

which becomes a nation builder and greater height of economic 

growth of a nation fall upon the children who grows up and 

become a part of workforce that pull up static and dynamic 

equilibrium. Old age people can promotes younger generation in 

term of formal and non-formal counselling. Every race have their 

own culture, food and shelter, story of their own to tell, In a vast 

country like India there is many diversity and mother tongue and 

tribes, general, scheduled tribes, schedule caste, and other 

minority. Nevertheless, we have one Prime Minister 

         And one President and one currency. Let us hope that our 

grandma and our grandpa will bless us for our future forthcoming. 

Saving is a function of income, investment is a function of income. 

Therefore, we figure out saving equal investment with respect to 

income is to be remember. Children population increases then it 

implies persistent supply of labour remained positive, working 

population are thinly spread in rural area whereas it is widely 

spread in cities and town of this present phenomenon(22nd 

millennium). City are densely populated due to migration of 

people from rural to urban areas. The reason for migration to city 

are many it happens because of high wage in urban areas, in 

contrast only subsistence wage are provided in rural areas. Some 

went out for getting good education after completion of degrees 

like Ph.D and searching for Job, having getting the job started to 

reside in urban areas until retirement or when more persons from 

same family after getting jobs made a permanent settlement in 

those state where they got their jobs. In case of ageing (old age) 

the role of old people toward growth is virtue cycleit deal with 

morality, discipline, respect for others, high standard of living, 

ethical values and have many dexterity say humbleness, kindness, 

grace, politeness and mercy with fat income toward others. In 

contrast cycle of poverty goes in this loop say great grandpa was 

a farmer and so do young grandpa did the same Job. The 

productivity of land goes out. So the consequence of soil infertile 

making thembecome poor. viiiIn The same manner father is poor 

and children becoming drop out and no longer in constructive path 

(education) but fall trap to poverty cycle since food production 

grows in Arithmetic Progression i.e. 1,2, 3,4,……….ntimes and 

population expand by geometric progression i.e. 11, 22, 

33………nntimes as per Robert Malthus. To make a country strong 

for instance Late President APJ Abdul Kalam could have spread 

his knowledge and wisdom to co-worker and making them 

substitute to handle(know-how) in the anal of Indian Space 

Research Organisation (ISRO) for our country. By way of actions 

and thought for greater height of the country.Centrifugation of 

children are drivers of growth when the child grow up and joined 

workforce in three sector of the economy primary sector, 

secondary sector and tertiary sector.Finally when children are 

more it can trained them up and contribute to Gross ixNational 

Product GDP or National income. The Gross national product 

refer to all those goods and services per annum(per year) that is 

converted in monetary unit plus Indian resident earning in other 

country and take away money earn by foreigner living in our 

country. Most preferably ageing need thin demographic profile 

just because they are no longerproductive. On the other hand 

children when train them up in a way not to hurt others, and they 

will do so. In any country workforce together with bulging influx 

of industry, machine replace human work.  The age of 

information, communication and technology (ITC), we must be 

able to segregated right information, or fabricated reports, all type 

of note are putting up in internet this should be verify for our class 

room discursion. In short it can be said that ageing is something 

like going down with downstream of a river and shall come no 

more. But for the children, they mess up and fight up with current 

of a river that flow down and moves upstream to face any 

consequence. The collar is obtain when a child is grown up but 
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this achievement lies on the love and care and must be happy 

Family. Poverty and unemployment is just an opportunity to go 

and hunt for real talents God gave for each one of us. The Old aged 

(ageing) waiting for exit out of this world. But the children is a 

God gift, we must love both girl child and boy child alike. For 

instance, if population of a girl child is 600 and boy child is 400 

here there is lest conflict. But when male population stood at 700 

and girl child is 300, this show the presence of conflict in order to 

get marriage. In such a situation there is friction and chaos over 

some beautiful girl. In such a situation, say one girl is being 

proposed by 6-7 male, if she say yes to all of them. This will give 

rise to entangle among Youngman’s thatmight give rose to a class 

of battle among men. 

         The girl child should be protected and are equally and treated 

with equity, like the enjoyment and freedomwhich are enjoy by 

the boy child where women’s empowerment is still and unfinished 

dream. Today work force need dexterity, must know how to 

handle machinery, tools and equipment and business environment 

and top extra-ordinary people are our (late) president A.P.J. Abdul 

KalumAazad., the then  p.m. Modiji, Mrs Latamangeskar, Ms 

NehaKakkar, Mary Com( the Iron lady of Manipur), Ambani 

brothers , mssharmila Tagore. Ms AashaBosle. 

         Mr.Reman , P.T. Usha,  mr.UditNarayen such people passes 

their live expedition as in tune with the phenomenon of same 

sunshine, same rain , same plain and same hill and reached their 

own destiny. These xpeople are just Rs one from Rs1000. 

Whatever, talents of one self is mainly subjectivity. You must 

throw your study (burning mid night oil)sacrifice your best time 

in reading, forget about your love bird, when you are bore reading 

too many things and make a strong commitment.Despite of love 

birds we must not married until and unless our vision are achieved. 

Whatever it is, “a sound mind in a sound body’’ to maintained 

goods health we must live on goods diet mainly green leafy 

vegetables, reddish, carrot, beans. Pumpkin, mushroom from 

forest, meat, fish, piggeries, chicken, cow, buffalo, and mithun and 

along with sea fish and from ocean.  The flora and fauna of planet 

earth is for the consumption of humankind. I am not talking about 

things that goes inside our body but also with respect to use of 

tress for construction of house and cement and brick for permanent 

and good apartment. 

 

The role of children by reviewing Human Resources in India 

         By the term human resources we are trying to bring in 

efficiency, educational quality, productivity, organisation ability 

skill and far sightedness. Children used the scarce resources very 

carefully when their parents did not make their path so free but 

pressingahead with greater dream for them. They can be mould in 

any type of people for instance tyre can be used for tatashaktiman, 

buses, Scorpio etc. Increase productivity when children are ask to 

increase the time of hour spent for studying, hard work never goes 

wasted he comes out with flying colour. Development of Skills, if 

we are to be typist we need to learn when we were small but after 

grown-up we not be able to do so. Skills implies multi-facet talents 

for e.g. worker two wheeler, four wheeler, and body of train 

(bogies) and aircraft industry. Teenages have been given jobs in 

most tourists place where good hospitality, making of taste best in 

whatever items that the foreigner or Indian residing other state. 

         There are four stages of demographic transition in the theory 

of population Stage 1: Birth rates are above death rates which 

pushed economy. At the same time the death rates are more since 

they are kept away too old aged home where they felt gloomy 

missing their nephew and niece. Second stages of demography 

transition are both Birth rates and Death rates are declining due to 

scientific progress and advancement of the Nation. During second 

stages death rates is steeper than that of birth. And in the four 

stages like in first stages the fourth stages shows us that birth rate 

is higher than death rates, because life has to go through up and 

down till 25 years to 35yrs. And jobs seeker are widespread across 

country within and outside India that is scientific reason for 

marriage. But in the hill many drop out after class seven to class 

12, and that lead to early marriage. 
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         The girl child in the present scenario, Girls are trying to make 

equal with male whose counter path ‘empower of human being’. 

The last thing there is softness and humbleness in their heart. 

Suppose for a petty issue not reading daily mom and dad used to 

thrust them crying for few minutes the child will get back to the 

normal mood, play and talk with her mom and dad without any 

condition which mean unconditional love for parents. Children 

love for Daddy and mummy is unconditional When Jesus had 

cross the river many crowd according to xiGood News Jairus fallen 

at his feet and said, “My daughter is at the point of dead “please 

come and lay your hand so that she would live again. After hearing 

the news asked him to take him the girl child already before he 

reached people crying and he told them that the girls are just 

sleeping in such a place of commotion Jesus and his few 

disciplines along with the parent brought about big miracles. He 

spoke out a sentence ‘’tale ta Kum’’ which means little girl get up 

and immediately, got up and working around all who witness this 

remain perplex over the divine work of God.The role of ageing 

(old people)there was a saying long age and no more in the present 

days i.e. some book are to be tasted, others to be swallowedand 

some to be digested these concepts are given to us by Bacon.The 

role of ageing toward community, statehood and nation and as a 

whole.Ageing is a protocol whereby all humankind will get exit 

and left our soul for nether world. The world of soul who is worthy 

enough to God who had created Heaven and Earth.The ageing say 

pre-ageing can be fitted for the age group say 65 year to 80 year, 

ageing could be considered as 80 year to 100 year and post ageing 

have attach with 100 year (one century upto130) We could not 

overlook pre-ageing people they have strong mind, strong body 

and their head is full of story to tell their life time experience in 

whatever form they earn money to run and kept alive the family. 

For instance from a singer family produce another singer, from a 

farmer’s family produce more farmer as I have discuss above the 

virtue cycle as well as vicious cycle of poverty. New pensioned 

people say Indian army can be recruited back at the times of 

emergency for they are trained and skill in warfare. And teacher 

too after retirement can write textbook in whatever speciality they 

get. If family are not rich Private tuition both for Art and science 

are reeling and streaming everywhere but we must not 

compromise and ensure the capacity and ability up to the urge of 

the students in greater perspective.We may be given the post of 

chairman ship, we are asked to give exaltation speech in a 

programme like Republic Day Celebration or an Independence 

Day celebration, Christmas celebration and New Year etc. 

Without the present of elders, old people, the village seems to be 

void and empty. In any meeting with respect to village like village 

fund, taxes from those who are opening some store and 

enterprisein Nungba one and Noney of Manipur and big 

bazaar(Godi Mall), V2, City skart, and Vishal Mate. Out here in 

silchar. Old age is still productive and can be reused but post 

ageing they are childlike in their way of living dependency, when 

we give them morning meal, he might be gossiping he is not yet 

getting morning meal. We all enter into this world nothingness and 

will exit with nothingness. But we can store up our wealth in 

nether world were no mote destroy our wealth whereas how much 

wealth we have it would get destroy by mote. Willingness to get 

into any platform for the good of student wing, youth conference, 

becoming a brain storming citizen enlightening to go for positive 

competition and caption not to destroy human being like that of 

tea glass for a petty issue.It took lot of many year to get white 

collar Job say 30 year to35 year for tribes living in the periphery 

of the country. But within minute we can take life and to recreated 

human being is at the will of God. It is our moral duty to respect 

an old people alike without caste and creed. All the countries 

around the world comprises of children, working force, and 

Ageing. Infantry encourage for they will moves into work force, 

work force should be skill and very hard working well equipped 

to handle all modern machinery, tools and equipment. Ageing 

should be reused, their standard of living must not compromised 

before retirement and after retirement. They should stay by some 

saving put up for the old age. Finally they must pray for taking his 

soul to nether world. Where God the father, God the son and all 

holy spirit, angels, holy spirit, all queen, all holy people like 

human was created and in their  heart a piece of God ‘heart is 

encrypt in it. For instance Abraham, Noha and Isaac etc.  The son 

kept and send to the world with some talents or in unpleasant 

manner. People who crust such positive and negative realm of life 

are given place in heavenly abode.xiiUnited Nation International 

Fund forChildren (UNICEF), According to UNICEF, every 66 

seconds new born babies dies in India. Therefore, we should 

ensure all the babies come into this world gladly and their life 

should be protected the dead rates 66 child’s dying every second 

would mean we compromise baby death by lack of tools and 

skillness. If this trend go on parents would not be happy with one 

child norm. My heavenly Abba Father I thank thee for a real father 

for me in nether world. The woman from earth whom, Abba father 

got marry is my real mother. In the good news, it is mentioned that 

you shall not call anybody father on earth for your father live in 

Populatio

n. 
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heavenly realm. I thank thee for providing security, protection, 

forgiving my sins and encourage to work hard since I was class 

three. If I go to my friend house for Christmas meal or New Year 

dinner. Old age people gave advice and counselling, that is made 

for their family. But I took the right counselling and removes the 

bad one. My Uncle Gold medallist in history, finished Doctorate 

under one prof. who loves him. Jesus I thank you for giving me a 

helper since I was a childhood thanking you my father in other 

world for removing TB, preserved my life from big and small 

accident, protecting me from JNV Jeep, when I was taking 

(crossing) mayailambi, I look vehicles coming from left size and 

from right size dasing at a speed of 40 to 50 speed per km. I also 

fly out to cruse my two wheeler by bus. Such protection involved 

the father who live in nether one. There are two kinds of daddy as 

my personal observation. A dad who love his wife and children in 

good times and bad times. There are dad who goes wild after wine 

and simply beating up and spoil the utensil. Another colour of 

broken family who don’t believes in the existent of God. Wife 

getting suspicious when dad goes out for office. The husband also 

get suspicious on wife during office hours. Some husband go on 

continuous to his wife when wife has no longer impulse. Some 

wife commit suicide. 
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